 SHOW REPORT

Tip-ex Tank-ex

2019
All Tip-ex photography: SIRA Studios

This year’s show saw thousands of visitors
from the tipper, tanker and bulk haulage
sector visit Harrogate in North Yorkshire, to
see nine truck manufacturers, alongside a
multitude of bodywork, parts and equipment
specialists display the very latest technology
the sector has to offer. There was also
a seminar programme across three days,
focusing on safety, compliance and
technical innovations, as well as the
Tip-ex Tank-ex Awards, hosted by comedian
Justin Moorehouse, which took place in the
Royal Hall.
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THE MAIN EVENT

Thursday 30 May
- Saturday 1 June
Harrogate Convention
Centre
www.tip-ex.co.uk
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 SHOW REPORT

Swan shows belt discharge body
Swan Commercials previewed the third
generation of its innovative belt discharge
rigid truck body. The Wigan-built body,
which has been retrofitted to a 2006
Volvo FM Globetrotter for customer
C McElchare, will be used in road surface
dressing. The truck has a 20-tonne payload
and can be fully discharged in as little as
two minutes.
Safety features include banksmen
lights along the side of the truck’s body,
and in-cab cameras, allowing the driver to
monitor the discharge from the cab. The
belt can be operated by a wander lead at
the back of the vehicle or remote control.
In addition to being more stable than
a conventional tipper, the load can be
discharged with precision, and it can be
operated beneath trees, lamp-posts and
other overhead obstacles.

VWS’s weight watcher

In memory: TS Lee & Son’s customised Scania G410 XT took pride of place on the
Marshalls Truck Bodies stand. The 8x4 tipper, which was customised by 18-year-old
Caleb Lee as a tribute for his late father Tristan Lee, features 8in twin exhaust stacks,
LA light bars, a custom leather interior, metallic paint and air-brushing. Despite being
over a year old, it is yet to carry a single load. “I am thinking of putting it to work next
week,” said Lee. Commenting on the tipper body, which took just three weeks to build
and fit, Marshalls UK sales and business development manager Martin Hardman said:
“Rob Marshall [director at Marshalls Truck Bodies] knew Tristan Lee, and it was an
honour for us to build the body for such a special truck.”

Vehicle Weighing Solutions (VWS)
launched a Wi-Fi-connected weighing
system that it claimed weighs more
accurately and quicker than competitors’
options. The module connects to any
smartphone over its Wi-Fi network,
reducing latency times in reporting loads
being added to the vehicle body. Two
devices can be connected to the module
at once, enabling the driver and bucket
operators a fast and accurate report of the
on-board weight.
The system has a quick calibration
method and can give incline warnings as
well as weight alarms. It self-health checks
itself and reports issues directly to the
VWS engineering team.
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CheckedSafe adds
geo-fencing to app

Whale of time: Whale Tankers showed its eWhale at Drain-ex, which it described as the UK’s
first fully electric MVC (medium-volume combination) tanker. The 19-tonne zero-emission
gully-cleaner and drain-jetter, which is designed to operate in inner city night-time
environments and ultra-low emission zones, started out as a diesel-powered DAF LF. It then
went to Holland’s electric vehicle specialist EMOSS, where a 250kW electric motor and two
banks of lithium-ion batteries were installed. Fitted with a twin compartment tank – a
3,600-litre water tank and a 4,600-litre debris/sludge unit – it has a range of 68 miles, and can
empty and jet 150 gullies on a single charge. The truck, which was highly commended in the
Tip-ex Tank-ex Show Innovation Award category, is set to go on trial in London with Veolia.

Lomas wins Innovation Award
Lomas Distribution’s new electronically
steered Feldbinder silo tanker was the worthy
winner of the Tip-ex Tank-ex 2019 Innovation
Award. Believed to be the UK’s first
twin-steer silo trailer, it is more manoeuvrable
than its 4-axle 32-tonne predecessor.
Lomas Distribution fleet manager Eddie
Marritt said: “In addition to manoeuvrability,
the other big issue for us is
safety. For this reason, it is
fitted with numerous safety
features, some of which are
standard for Lomas and some
of which are new thinking.”
An example of this is
the eight-channel camera
recording system, which
has been enhanced to allow
the traffic office to view the
driver. If the Feldbinder
emergency stop system is
activated, head office is
immediately alerted, and can

CheckedSafe has added
geo-fencing and tracking to its
digital defect reporting system.
Developed in response to
demand, the app sends an alert
to the driver and traffic office
when a vehicle with a defect
moves out of a designated
geo-fence zone.
Darran Harris (below),
a solicitor and director
at CheckedSafe, said:
“Approximately 85% of defects
detected at roadside checks
should have been spotted
during walk-around checks.”
Geo-fencing allows
operators to pinpoint specific
delivery locations so they can
track when vehicles arrive and
leave. “And because it’s all
done with smartphones, there’s
no need for expensive black
boxes or contracts,” said Harris.
The features cost £1 per
vehicle per week.

log onto the system to see what is going on.
“The camera on the back of the cab
gives us a 360-degree view, so we can see
the driver,” said Marritt. “If the driver is
unconscious or ill, we can send assistance.
It cuts out the risk of lone-working with a
hazardous product.”
l See page 18 for full awards coverage.

On track with Traxee
Wabco has launched a cost-effective
fleet management tool, Traxee,
aimed at small- to medium-sized
fleets.
Field service engineer and
trainer Rick Noble said the system
has many of the features of a more
expensive system but at a fraction
of the cost. The on-board unit can
be installed by customers in less
than two hours.
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Poor maintenance will be prosecuted
The DVSA will seek to prosecute hauliers
for poor maintenance with the same vigour
it has for driving defects, Mark Davies
(right), director at Backhouse Jones,
warned operators at the show.
Speaking in the Knowledge Zone, the
home of the three-day seminar programme
at Tip-ex, Davies said: “Poor maintenance
leads to prosecutions. The DVSA has not
been prosecuting in recent months and
years when it comes to maintenance, but
it has been prosecuting for driving. That is
changing: be aware of that.”
Davies also advised on how to avoid
appearing before traffic commissioners
(TC), saying that poor maintenance is the
most common cause of public inquiries.
“We cannot stress enough the importance
of good maintenance,” said Davies. “It
also results in accidents and all the other

reputational damage. An S-marked
prohibition prompts a DVSA visit, which
means a full review of all maintenance
systems,” he explained. “You will know
after a visit by the DVSA whether it went
well or not. Take some advice at that stage
and get your systems in order, then you

are much more likely to be successful at a
public inquiry. You need to demonstrate
your documents are in order and you have
robust systems in place.”
Davies said that one of the biggest
things TCs take issue with is when the
latest maintenance inspection reports are
incomplete. “If you’ve not got that piece
of paper back with the vehicle, you do not
know what condition it is in. Don’t wait for
the invoice,” he urged.
Davies was one of many speakers that
included the Metropolitan Police, the
RHA, FORS and the MPQC during the
safety and compliance briefings, while
afternoon sessions saw presentations on
alternative fuels from DAF, IVECO and
Volvo as well as the Tip-or-not-to-tip
debate with contributions from Hyva,
Keith Walking Floors and Multidrive.

HIAB aims high with new offerings
HIAB demonstrated its constantly
evolving range of cranes and
hook-loaders at the show with a
second-generation version of
the J1200RS grab-loader crane,
SkipTip 2.0 multilift sheeting
skip-loader and the new Ultima
hook-loader.
The J1200RS grab crane is
a revised version of an existing
forestry crane, which HIAB said
has been created to break into
the bucket cranes market with a
more competitively priced offering.
Features include an anti-headknock system to protect the
operator, as well as increased cab
protection.
Meanwhile, the SkipTip 2.0 offers
the ability to control the body and
the sheet from the same remote
control, and is now available with an
integrated weighing system said to
be accurate to within 1%.
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See you: Truck Door Windows
showed its range of greater
visibility side windows. As well as
offering larger viewing panels
compared with the OEMs, Truck
Door Windows offers greater
openings than many competitors.
The company can fit fixed and
openable windows in new
generation Scania cabs, and offers
solutions for DAF, Mercedes-Benz,
IVECO, Volvo, MAN and Renault
models. An opening window for a
Scania cab costs approximately
£1,500. Installation takes a day and
customers can send the door for
fitting rather than the whole vehicle.
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 SHOW REPORT

Top seven manufacturers show their wares
Unlike some other commercial vehicle
shows, Tip-ex Tank-ex 2019 had a presence
from all seven major manufacturers. There
was a UK debut for the IVECO X-Way
tractor (bottom right). It also showed an
X-Way 8x4 rigid, part of the North East
Truck & Van demonstrator fleet, which
featured a Boweld tipper body. IVECO
also exhibited a 3.5-tonne Daily tipper and
had a gas-powered Stralis NP, which was
available for test drives.
Renault Trucks’ stand had a Range
C460 8x4 Thompsons Loadmaster
steel-bodied tipper and a Range C430
PPG-bodied insulated aggregate
aluminium tipper representing the French
brand, alongside a limited-edition Renault
Sport Racing T-High 520 created alongside
Renault Sport Racing (CM 30 May).
Renault Trucks head of brand and
communications Alex Williams told CM
that the manufacturer is expanding its
Ready for Business range to include the
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Range C with aggregate tippers, mixers
and hook-loader bodies. Range D 4x2
street sweeper and skip-loader bodies will
also be made available. It is set to have 68
units ready for delivery by the end of June.
Meanwhile, following the release of
the Mercedes-Benz Work Ready range
in March, its north-east dealership Bell
Truck & Van brought a 32-tonne Arocs 8x4
tipper; 7.5-tonne FUSO Eco-Hybrid;
a 3.5-tonne Sprinter crew cab; and a
2-tonne V6 X-Class pick-up.
Volvo, supported by Crossroads Truck
& Bus, had a Euro-6 step-D FH 6x2 Lite
pusher-axle tractor on its stand, while DAF
promoted its Ready-to-Go truck sales
programme. Scania showcased the XT
range, and its G410 sleeper cab equipped
with an insulated alloy aggregate body
from AJ Hayton.
MAN introduced an extended warranty
on 8x4 tipper versions of the TGS
following a successful series of campaigns

providing four-year cover last year. What
began as a special promotion in March
2018 is now standard on all TGS 8x4s with
heavy-duty, on- and off-road application
units as well as mixer chassis now covered
by the extended terms.
MAN used a vehicle fitted with a
Boweld tipper body from customer
PMW Quarries to highlight its TGS range,
as well as promote the industry-leading
back-up package that it said supports
customers beyond the industry norms and
in the toughest of sectors.
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Martrans shows its new moves
Trailer and bodywork manufacturer
Martrans has developed a moving-floor
trailer using a retractable conveyor belt.
Fleet sales manager Geoff Howard said
using a conveyor belt system, as opposed

to a traditional moving floor with slats, is
lighter, quicker and easier to keep clean.
The Multidrive Horizontal Ejector
(MHE) floor is supplied by Multidrive,
based in Worcestershire, and is made of

silicon rubber with a synthetic fabric layer
underneath designed to withstand 200C
heat. The floor is reciprocating rather than
a continuous conveyor belt, and uses a
Bosch Rexroth gearbox to move the floor
backwards and forwards.
On the Martrans trailer the MHE
system weighs up to 925kg. “With a 10.8mlong planksided aluminium body the trailer
weighs 7,100kg, which is much lighter than
a similar sized trailer with a moving floor.
It discharges in one minute on tickover,”
Howard said.
Stephen Boughton, head of technical
and sales at Multidrive, said the company
supplies the floor, hydraulics and a cleaning
strip that removes any residue before
the floor coils up. “We produce two types
of floors: a 12mm-thick floor for asphalt
and aggregate and a 10mm type for just
aggregate. It is versatile and there are
fewer moving parts so it requires less
maintenance.”

Stock Sweepers sweeps in orders
Gloucestershire-based manufacturer Stock
Sweepers made its debut at Tip-ex and
came away with a bank of new orders.
Sales manager Haydn Buckland
said the company scouted the show last
year and, with so many of its customers
attending, decided to exhibit this year.
That decision paid off with the number of
confirmed deals struck going into double
figures before day two of the show had
even begun.
One of its latest products is the
QuadVac S9400, which is fitted with a
9.4cu m hopper with a twin-discharge
system (electric and PTO). Buckland
said:“It is a heavy-duty system designed to
last as long as possible, so it works harder
for longer.”
The body is fitted to a Volvo FM370
18-tonner belonging to Burcombe
Haulage, based in Cornwall.
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“The mild and stainless steel
components that we use are thicker than
the road sweeper industry standard to
ensure the longest life span achievable. All
equipment is precision-fabricated, powderprimed and coated, which gives a durable
and quality finish,” he added.
Buckland said the company had
consolidated its operation by moving into
a new £3m facility in Cinderford.

Look at this: Among the highlights on
HARSH’s stand was a Scania XT 6x4
tipper with HFT26 front-end ram and
tank-tipping gear, supplied by Scania
Exeter, a Volvo FL 4x2 18-tonne GVW
chassis with HS14T high-speed skiploader from Ashcourt Group, and an HH26
heavy-duty hook-lift for AWM on a DAF
CF85, supplied by F&G Commercials.
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Kinshofer gets smart

Thompsons has invested £4.5m in new technologies over the past two years at its
Croydon, Blackburn and Edinburgh facilities, slashing build times in the process.
Director Simon Shields said: “Production times have dropped from 4 hours to 37
minutes thanks to the new machines. We only use two operators, further reducing
labour costs.” The Blackburn site has installed a £300,000 booth that has doubled
in-house painting and finishing capacity, while £600,000 was invested in a Trumpf
TruDisk laser cutter and Edwards Pearson bench press for tipper bodysides.

Lighter options
Muldoon Transport Systems showed its
new, lighter Alibulk-bodied blower trailer,
courtesy of agricultural haulier Wynnstay.
The Northern Ireland manufacturer hopes
the addition of Alibulk options to its range
of smooth-pressed side bodies will expand its
customer base and cut production processes.
The tri-axle trailer features positive
rear-steer with bulk blowing equipment
from John Deere.
Director Justin Muldoon said: “The new
options give customers a larger choice and

us as a company larger capacity that will
improve lead times. We’ve got a healthy
order book, and some for export.”

Prime position for single tanker
Crossland Tankers brought the first of its
new 28,000-litre stainless-steel lightweight
single-compartment molasses tankers to
the show. The unit, operated by global
commodity trader Prime, was hooked up
to the firm’s
Scania S500
6x2 with a
mid-lift axle.
One of
the two
unique
features

of the design is the positioning of the
side-mounted ladder, allowing the hose to
be used on either side without having to
drag it below the rear end, reducing wear
and tear. The second feature is the tank-top
walkway that occupies the full width with
both sets of handrails operational from
above or at ground level with control
panels in both places. Either the left
or right side can be lowered or raised
individually, increasing operator safety
while accommodating the loading arm. It
has two baffles and three lids for access.

Kinshofer launched its smart flow
crane attachment at the show, a
quick-change device for crane loader
attachments including HIAB and Hyva.
The device offers more flexibility and
choice between attachments such
as forks, buckets and grip-grabs.
Sales manager
Roger Taylor
said: “The
attachment is
unique and
automatic, and
needs just one
operator.”

Aliweld’s one-piece
floor saves money
Aliweld showed a Scania G500 8x4
tipper operated by Shield Haulage. The
unit features an 8mm-thick aluminium
one-piece floor, which the bodybuilder
claimed is more hard-wearing than its
competitors and reduces labour costs as it
uses a more efficient production process.
There is a series of indicators along the
sides of the rigid tipper body, protected
by stainless-steel shrouds, fitted after
observing that, when loading, debris from
the shovel-loader can spill over the sides
and crack them.
The finishing touch to the Scania is an
engraved mirrored steel plate imprinted
with the Shield Haulage name, between
the second and third axles. This was done
using a high-pressurised jet of water to
avoid distorting the aluminium.
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 AWARDS

Celebrating the best in bulk haulage
On Friday 31 May at the
Royal Hall, Harrogate,
representatives from the
tipper, tanker and bulk haulage industry
came together for the Tip-ex Tank-ex
Awards 2019 and gala dinner, sponsored
by SSAB. In a glorious evening, these
nine awards were handed out...

Tipper Haulier of the Year

Tanker Operator of the Year

Winner: Alfred Hymas

Winner: Lomas Distribution

Alfred
Hymas is
one of the
largest bulk
hauliers in Yorkshire. It
has a strong safety
culture, and was
accredited as FORS
silver in late 2018. A
strong local employer serving the aggregate and agricultural
industries, the family haulier can trace its history back 108 years.

Lomas Distribution is one
of the most prominent and
respected tanker operators
in the UK. In the past year it
has entered innovative
partnerships to supply and
support customers across
the construction sector, with an exceptional business
performance underlined by growth in turnover and pre-tax profit.

Image of the Industry

Winner: Ernest Cooper

Ernest Cooper celebrates
its 100th anniversary this
year. Bearing the name of its
founder, this Yorkshire
haulier has gone from humble beginnings to being
one of the largest tipper fleets in the county. It is
celebrating its centenary with a show-stopping
Special Edition Volvo FH750, which has been
airbrushed with a portrait of directors Lee and
Jason Cooper’s mum Margaret, who passed away
in 2011. The truck is attending a variety of shows
– including Tip-ex – and is raising money to
support charity Macmillan throughout the year.
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Tanker Safety Award
Winner: Hanson UK

Apprentice of the Year: The
Steve Gray Memorial Award
Winner: Jack Thompson

Safety is the number one
concern at Hanson UK – be
it the safety on construction
sites or in busy urban areas.
Delivering in some of the
most demanding
environments in the
country, the winner has also shown innovative ways of engaging
with its employees to develop a strong safety culture.

Jack Thompson
is a young man
who Hartshorne
Motor Services in
Birmingham says takes pride in
everthing he does. He is noted for
both his professionalism and
behaviour when attending training
or working at other depots, and for the overall quality of his work.

Tipper Safety Award

Tipper Livery of the Year

Winner: Cemex

Winner: Alfred Hymas

Cemex has
embarked on a
major campaign
to promote
awareness of
road safety among both
schoolchildren and truck
drivers. Its campaign is
supported by a highly
visible safety message that
appears on its vehicles.

The winning tipper
livery from Alfred Hymas
is a bold new update of
the operator’s traditional
design, restyled to reflect
the changing nature of its
operations as well as its
national and local
heritage.

Personality of the Year

Show Innovation Award

Winner: Mick George

Winner: Lomas Distribution

This year’s
Personality
of the Year
Award went to Mick George,
whose company is a byword
for ethical transport operation.
Its corporate responsibility
measures include
communicating road safety to school children and the wider
community, voluntarily refraining from travelling through
sensitive locations, and many more.

The Tip-ex Tank-ex 2019
Innovation Award, chosen at
the show, went to Lomas
Distribution’s electronically
steered Feldbinder silo tanker
(see page 11). It’s the UK’s
first twin-steer silo tanker and Lomas worked closely with
Feldbinder to create the ultimate safe and manoeuvrable trailer.
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